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INTRODUCTION
Among the great figures of contemporary French
literature none has been the subject of more controversial
discussion than the novelist, Francois Mauriac. Some critics
condemn him as a morbid psychoanalyst who unleashes the seven
capital sins in his gloomy novels. Others hail him as a
vigorous apologist for the Roman Catholic Church--as the
greatest of all living Catholic novelists.
The purpose of this investigation was, first of all,
to examine the literary theories of Mauriac and to analyze
his novels in the light of those theories. Two important
questions were considered: What has the author himself said
about his theories? Do his novels substantiate or contradict
these statements?
After this analysis of his literary theories and
practice, attention was next directed to the subject of
Francois Mauriac ! s Catholicism. Is the philosophy expressed
in his novels a Catholic philosophy? Does he treat moral and
religious problems in a manner consistent with Catholic the-
ology? Has he any importance in the Catholic literary revival
of France?
Finally, the investigation proceeded to the question:
How have the cataclysmic events of the past year—the defeat
and humiliation of France, her subjection to the godless
c
iii
regime of Nazism--influenced the theories and the practice
of this novelist?

CHAPTER I
LITERARY THEORIES OF MAURIAC
INTRODUCTION
Francois Mauriac expressed the essence of his literary
>
theories when he wrote that the novelist must "dare to tell
all, but to tell it chastely," 1 In daring to tell all the
novelist becomes a scrupulous historian of society, one whose
work it is to paint his epoch as he truly sees it.
In the words "to tell all chastely" Mauriac made clear
his realization of the novelist 1 s responsibility. An immi-
nent danger threatening the historian of society, he tells
us, is that he finds himself inadvertently delving into for-
bidden regions of passion, the regions already deeply probed
by all the Gides and Prousts. He must continuously remind
himself that his mission is to describe chastely even the
deepest abyss of human misery.
Allied inseparably with this two-fold aspect of
Mauriac is theories of the novel is his tendency toward self-
revelation. Both in the picture he presents in his function
as historian of society and in the responsibilities he assumes
as a novelist is to be found a true reflection of his own
environment and character.
1 Francois Mauriac, "Roman d ! au jourd ! hui, " Revue
Hebdomodaire
,
February 19, 1927, page 266*

A. HISTORIAN OF SOCIETY
2.
Mauriac is the historian of a definite period—the
years just preceding and following the Great War, The set-
ting of his novels is Prance
—
generally in the city of
Bordeaux and the surrounding countryside. When he changes
this setting temporarily to Paris, as he does in Le Desert
de 1 f amour and La Fin de la nuit, he simply moves his pro-
tagonists from the province to the capital. They bring
with them the provincial atmosphere and point of view.
They are at all times thoroughly French and thoroughly
provincial.
In La Chair et le sang , one of his earliest novels,
Mauriac presents a graphic picture of French peasant life.
Claude Favereau, son of a small farmer of Girondin, has
just returned home after leaving the seminary for which he
has decided he is unsuited. He is now to aid his father
in farming the estate of Lur, not far from Bordeaux. Mauriac
thus describes Claude at supper with his parents: 1
"Claude, that evening, ate without speaking a
word, opposite his father who was much engrossed in
garnishing rectangles of bread with little pieces of
lard. The huge man with a single motion emptied his
glass, then wiped his moustaches with the back of his
hand. Marie jfciaude's mother^ was rising every minute
to take care of the serving. Claude begged her to
remain seated, but she answered that she had never
kept her seat during a meal except in the home of others
or at wedding feasts or funeral meals."
1 Francois Mauriac, La Chair et le sang
,
page 19
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And further on is found another picture of the
monotonous simplicity of peasant life:
"Claude buried himself in winter which that
year was so stormy that the young man spent long
days reading in the kitchen. ..By the fireside, he
abandoned himself to his reading, while his father,
slumping in his chair--a liter before him--would
wake himself suddenly by his own snoring, and while
his mother, seated before the window in order not
to lose even a little of the daylight, mended clothes
indefinitely. rtl
In contrast to these homely scenes of peasant life is
the background found in Preseances . Here the city of Bordeaux
with its complex code of society is pictured. The author sat-
irizes the attitude of the citizens wno believe that it is
ignoble to devote oneself to any business other than that of
wine. There is even a finely drawn distinction between those
who deal in expensive wines and those who are merchants only
of ordinary wines. The main character of the book--he remains
anonymous— is ostracized by the "wine" aristocracy because his
family's fortune comes from lumber and cloth merchandizing; he
is not ennobled by the sacred vintage.
Mauriac paints with bold strokes the snobbery and pride
of a caste and the humiliation of those who are excluded from
it. He shows this attitude permeating not only the social
life, but also the life of the "College" where the sons of the
self-appointed aristocracy hola dominion over their less
1 Ibid., page 45
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distinguished f
e
Hot/- students • He shows it likewise as the
motivating force behind the unfortunate marriage of conven-
ience sought by Florence. Because the ne'er-do-well Harry
Maucoudinat belongs to one of the leading "wine" families,
Florence seeks to ally herself with him as a means of raising
her own social status. When driven to sin by her unhappy
marriage, she encounters no objections from the aristocrats
so long as she confines her adultery to their own membership.
Only when she chooses a man beyond the social pale is she
condemned by the so-called upper circles.
Preseances is a biting satire directed not only against
the city of Bordeaux, but against all the "business" aristoc-
racies of France.
It is a framework half peasant, half "petit bourgeois"
that Mauriac lays before us in There se Desqueyroux. The love
of the land, so much a part of the French race, so intimately
associated with the spirit of family unity, is given concise
expression in this novel. Of TheVese, Mauriac says: 1 "She had
always had the 'property 1 in her blood." The evaluation of
property interests her vitally. She loves to count her pine
trees. The tv/o thousand acres possessed by Bernard Desqueyroux
are not without importance in her decision to accept him as
husband.
1 Francois Mauriac, The'rev se Desqueyroux, page 39.

The author gives in this novel many splendid views of
Argelouse, that spot in La Lande where Mauriac's own beloved
home "Malagar" is situated. He writes :1
"Argelouse is really an extremity of the world,
one of those places beyond which it is impossible to
advance. . .several small farms, without church, mayor's
office, or cemetery, scattered around a rye field, ten
kilometers from the small market-town of Saint-Clair,
to which it is joined by a single bumpy road. This
roaa, full of ruts and holes, changes into sandy paths
beyond Argelouse; and as far as the ocean there is
nothing but eighty kilometers of swamp land, lagoons,
pines pitted by hail, moors where the sheep are ashen
color by the end of winter. The best families of
Saint-Clair have issued from this ruined section.
Toward the middle of the last century. .. the grand-
fathers of those who are living today established
themselves at Saint-Clair and their homes in Argelouse
became small rented farms. The sculptured wooden beams
of the porch roofs, sometimes a marble fireplace, bear
witness to their former dignity. They sink a little
lower each year and the great tired wing of one of the
roofs almost touches the ground."
What an excellent description of a section which is gradually
falling behind the march of progress, which is being deserted
by those whose ancestors loved it.
Another phase of Mauriac's social history is apparent
in this novel. The two systems of education for women in
France are contrasted in the cases of Th^rese and her friend,
Anne de la Trave. The'rese attends the lycee and Anne, the
convent of the Sacred Heart. Therese defines the point of
view of her free-thinking education, saying to Anne: 2 "To
1 Ibid
., pages 31, 32
2 Ibid., page 28
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be as pure as you are, I don't need all those ribbons or set
refrains J** And again "You, my dear, don't know life J" Cold,
intelligent There se condemning the warm, devotional Anne i
The attitude of the anti-clerical contrasted with that of
the religious.
Throughout most of Kauriac's novels is evident the
religious environment and atmosphere. Claude, although no
longer a seminarian, continues his strict examination of
conscience, prays at the roadside shrines. Therese is
married at a church ceremony. Priests play important roles
In Le_ Baiser au lepreux , Destins, Les Anges noirs , and many
other novels. Religion is intimately bound up with the
entire background. It is the bond which ties into a symmet-
rical whole the varied elements of the civilization portrayed:
pride of race, family unity, love of the land.
In Genitrix is a striking passage bringing out this
point. Of the old servant, Marie, the author says;l
"At the seven o'clock Mass each Sunday, when
she returned from the Communion table, wearing her
marriage veil on her head, there was in this faith-
ful heart a resurrection of all the sleeping race,
from the grandmother. . .up to that small child of
three years whom she had lost. Thus all the inhab-
itants of an obscure small farm of long ago awaken
in this heart filled with God. Marie de Lados even
invited the group of unknown ancestors to enter,
and she grouped them around Him who was in her heart."
1 Francois Mauriac, Gen itrix
,
n.p.
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Of the numerous passages which reflect the careful
economy and foresight of the French people, the following
from Le Noeud de vipeVes is outstanding. Louis—we do not
learn his family name— is viewing in retrospect his early
years ;1
"...you could not conceive the care which the
widow of a modest government official—departmental
manager at the prefecture—can give to a son who is
all that remains to her in the world. At that time
I did not doubt that we were very poor. Our narrow
existence, the strict economy of which my mother
made a law would have sufficed to persuade me of it...
But I was unaware that the first concern of my parents
had been to plant them [inherited lands] and at twenty-
one I found myself possessor of tv/o thousand acres of
forest in full growth."
To portray in all their vividness the scenes and
characters that make of his books a vibrant, living history
of society, Mauriac utilizes <*11 the genius of his restrained
realism. How clearly he depicts The'rese with her cigarette
constantly between her lips; Dr. Courreges, putting his hands
to his face as if he were kneading his flesh; Louis, of
Le Noeud de vipeVes
,
listening at his bedroom window to the
voices of his hated family assembled on the porch below;
Julien, the neurasthenic escapist of Les Chemins de la mer
,
pulling the sheet over his head as he refuses to leave his
bed for fear of the responsibilities facing him; Victor
Larousselle, senseless from intoxication; Pernand Cazanave,
stupidly cutting maxims from books while his wife dies of
neglect.
1 Francois Mauriac, Le Noeud de vipe^res
,
pages 25,26
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Thus it is evident that Mauriac can be justly termed
historian of society. His portrayal of peasant life, of the
small and great bourgeoisie, of the love of land, of family,
and religion, which is at the heart of the French race,
merits for him such a title. His mastery of realism enables
him "to tell all," The critic who called Mauriac1 "an
onlooker wno chips off the plaster and strips away all cov-
erings" was accurate in her estimation of this novelist,
B, RESPONSIBILITY TO SOCIETY
"To tell all chastely": that Francois Mauriac is
fully cognizant of his responsibility in this respect is
amply verified by an examination of his own statements on
the subject. His book Dieu et Mammon is rich in such state-
ments. Speaking of the responsibility of the novelist he
says: 2 "There is no question which touches me more closely."
He continues :^ "There exists no fictional work which has
value beyond its absolute submission to its object which is
the human heart. It is necessary to advance in the knowledge
of man, bend over all the abysses that one encounters with-
out yielding to dizziness, nor disgust, nor horror,"
1 Geraldine Hodgson, "Art of F. Mauriac," Church
Quarterly Review
,
June, 1937, page 268.
2 Francois Mauriac, Dieu et Mammon
,
page 133,
3 Ibid
., page 142
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Developing this point to its logical conclusion,
repeating that the novel loses all reason for existence if
it does not make the reader advance in knowledge of the human
heart, Mauriac asks;l "Must the novelist ther alter the very
object of his study and, in order that no soul be troubled,
must he falsify the life over which he bends?" Such is the
problem, as Mauriac sees it, of the novelist who would be
an historian of society: either to falsify life— -co refrain
from "telling all"—or to risk spreading scandal and disturb-
ance among his readers.
He recounts the story of the young man who had read
Mauriac f s novel Genitrix, that powerful portrayal of maternal
egotism. 2 The impressionable admirer of Mauriac sent the
latter a picture with the message: "To the man who almost
made me kill my grandmother." In reading the novel, the
young man had completely overlooked the lesson to be gleaned
there in--the tragedy and unhappiness that result from human
selfishness and possessiveness, from love that destroys the
loved one rather than share him with another. He had found
in the book only the corroboration of his own accumulated
venom against his relative.
Further indication of Mauriac' s deep concern with this
problem is seen in the chapter entitled "Danger de 1» attitude
1 Ibid ., page 148
2 Ibid., page 149
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in Journal , 1 Here he reiterates that for the religious writer
there lies great peril in his facility to make his reader
attentive and compliant. Later when interviewed in 1933, he
stated that many religious writers who might well prove great
novelists have turned from this type of literature because
of their fear of painting passions dangerously and thus giving
scandal.^
Completely aware of the danger involved in the work
of the novelist, Mauriac is nevertheless unequivocal in his
solution of the problem. He declares :^ "A good tree does
not bear evil fruit. Let the novelist work on his interior
reformation and what comes forth from him cannot become an
object of scandal."
Such is Mauriac' s theory on this matter of "telling
all chastely." The study of his novels indicates the appli-
cation of this theory.
In Le Desert de 1 * amour , a novel whose theme is
vitally concerned with carnal sin, Mauriac nevertheless "tells
all chastely." He does not contaminate his reader with the
portrayal of the sin which is being committed between Maria
Cross and Victor Larousselle. He indulges in no impure or
1 Francois Mauriac, Journal
, page 141.
2 Gae'tan Sanvoisin, "Un Entretien avec F. Mauriac,"
Journal des debats
, June 9, 1933, pages 962-4.
3 Francois Mauriac, Dieu et Mammon
, page 158.
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morbid analysis of the temptation besetting Doctor Courreges,
driven by his love for Maria. When he shows Raymond Courreges,
one of his most sinful characters, slinking home after his
immoral escapades at Bordeaux, the author does not offend the
reader by recounting the boy's unfortunate experiences. Nor
does he devote more than a passing sentence to the irregu-
larities of Raymond's later life in Paris.
In short, Mauriac vividly presents these characters,
fleeing like Paolo and Francesca under the scourges of their
own sin. Yet he refrains from depicting the revolting details
of their moral iniquity. He uses the example of their sin
as the earthy means to a spiritual end—that end being to
convince his reader of the tragedy resulting from wrongdoing.
"He sees Heaven above earth," as a reviewer has said, "and
his realism is transfigure d. "1
Mauriac brings the same chaste attitude to his por-
trayal of sins other than the carnal. In the case of
The/rev3e Desqueyroux, for example, he pictures the atrocious
crime of a woman slowly poisoning her husband with doses of
arsenic. Here again, however, he exercises magnificent
restraint. He does not stress the sordid details of the
poisoning, but rather the terrible mental anguish of a woman
who fails to understand the reason for her own crime. Later,
1 F. Roz, "Le Myst^re Front enac," Revue politique
,
March 18, 1933, page 184.
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when Mauriac continues the history of The'rese in the novel,
La Fin de la nuit, it is with the same sympathetic and pure
vision that he regards her sinfulness. Though he insinuates
that her life is far from exemplary, he spares his reader the
harrowing particulars.
Likewise, in the most somber and perhaps the greatest
of his novels, Les Anges noirs— a novel in which he traverses
the dangerous paths of base and violent passions—Mauriac
holds the purity of his writing unsullied. Gabriel Grade*re,
the "dark angel," steeped in all manner of debauchery, guilty
at last of an abominable murder, is so presented that he per-
sonifies the horror of evildoing. Yet this spectacle of sin
serves a clear moral purpose. Accordingly, the book can in
no sense be called impure. Mauriac sketches only those scant
outlines of evil that are necessary in order that the reader
comprehend the terrible nightmare through which Gradere is
plunging. One of the reviewers of this novel succinctly
termed it "a psalm of torment which sings of the grandeur
and eternal purity of spiritual life." 1 "Torment" it indeed
describes; but just as truly is it a "psalm" by virtue of its
chaste expression.
If Mauriac, as has been shown, possesses the power to
describe carnal sin, poisoning, murder, and to do so chastely,
1 Andre Lang, "Les Anges noirs," Annales politiques et
litte'raires
, February 10, 1936, n. p.
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may it not then be assumed that he is successfully and
gloriously applying the literary theory to which he has
unmistakably given voice? May it not then be concluded that
in his novels is decisive evidence that he not only dares to
tell all but succeeds in telling it chastely?
C. SELF-REVELATION
Woven closely into the fabric of his work as a
historian of society who dares to tell all chastely is
Mauriac's own character and personality. Immediately
apparent to the reader of his novels is the author's
tendency toward self-revelation. In this respect he shows
himself to be a twentieth-century writer.
The scene of most of his novels is laid in his native
city of Bordeaux and the section of La Lande, in the very
houses he knew as a child and young man, in the country
of vineyards, pines, and moors that so strongly influenced
his development. Genitrix , Le Myst^re Frontenac , TheWse
Desqueyroux , and numerous other novels reflect this background.
It is perhaps because he is from the "province," he
states that he has the penchant for descending into himself.
In the book he entitled Province , he wrote: 1
1 Francois Mauriac, La Province
,
page 38.
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"Nothing deters a young provincial from
descending into himself. Recall to mind those
solitary walks in the public garden of Bordeaux,
that fury for self-analysis. . .those daily notes in
which you set down everything that you discovered
about yourself."
Very early, according to his own statement in
Commencements d'une vie , Mauriac felt the need of writing
and relieving himself through this medium. In the intro-
duction to this same book, speaking of having written only
the first chapter of his memories, he wrote:!
"Is not the real reason for my laziness the
fact- that our novels express what is essential in
us? Fiction alone does not lie* It opens... a hid-
den door through which glides, beyond the author's
control, his unknown soul."
And again in the preface to Trois Recits he declared: 2
"The novel is a little of our living flesh that we have
delivered up."
As evidence of the manner in which this tendency is
demonstrated in the novels of Mauriac, L' Enfant charge de
A
chaines is worthy of consideration. The hero of the novel,
Jean-Paul Johanet, is truly the counterpart of the young
Francois Mauriac as he has described himself in his auto-
biographical works.
Jean-Paul belongs to the provincial bourgeoisie of
La Lande, that section where Mauriac spent his vacations.
1 Francois Mauriac, Commencements d»une vie
,
page xv.
2 Francois Mauriac, Trois Remits
, page vii.
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He is mystical, supersensitive, possessed with a profound
melancholy. His taste for literature runs to Pascal,
Chateaubriand, Barres, and Francis Jammes. In his activities
in the association of young Christian Democrats—"L'Union
Amour et Foi" it is called— are reflected Mauriac *s own expe-
riences when he was president of the "Cercle Montalembert ,,
during the years just preceding the Great War.
A consideration of La Robe pretexte reveals, in the
character of Jacques, another Mauriac. Just as the author
describes himself in Commencements d'une vie, so the little
Jacques is pictured. He is a sad child who does not know
how to play with his companions. He suffers from the nick-
name his schoolmates fasten upon him, MCoco-bel-oeil,
"
because of a scar that marks his eyelid. Bordeaux is his
home, but he prefers the freedom of the country, and loves
the solitude of books. So imbued is he with his religious
environment that he carries his taste for perfection to the
point of extreme scrupulousness. Grown to manhood, this
Jacques displays the same qualities of introspection and
intellectual mysticism that characterize Jean-Paul in
L f Enfant charge de chaines, Claude in La Chair et le sang,
Pierre, in Les Chemins de la nier--qualities that distinguished
the youthful Mauriac, according to his own admission.
In no single novel, however, has the author put more
of himself and his own environment than in Le Mystere
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Frontenac . Young Yves Frontenac is undeniably the portrayal
of the qualities of mind and body possessed by Francois
Mauriac. In fact, when questioned on this subject, the
author admitted that to an extent he had presented himself
in this character.
1
Here Mauriac introduces Yves, seated at his mother's
feet, rubbing his face against her knees. The author thus
describes himi 2 "His small, thin face made his ears big.
The drooping left eyelid covered almost the entire eyeball."
His supersensitiveness is a matter of deep concern to
his devoted mother: 5 fl..she felt terror before this unlimited
possibility for suffering..."
His scrupulousness is exemplified when, in answer to
his mother's reminder that he has Jesus always with him and
therefore should not fear the dark, Yves cries: 4 "No J
because I have committed great sins..."
The Catholicism of 'his environment is emphasized as
Yves kneels with his family in evening prayer, as he solemnly
follows his mother up and down the corridor while she recites
1 Gaetan Sanvoisin, "Un Entretien avec F. Mauriac,"
Journal des debats , June 9, 1933, pages 962-4.
2 Francois Mauriac, Mystlre Frontenac
,
pages 11, 12
3 Ibid . , page 13
4 Loc. cit.
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her rosary, as he dresses himself in the costume of a monk
and walks under his beloved pines, reciting the original
prayers that he has laboriously copied in his little school
notebook. And Yves, grown to manhood, elects to follow the
vocation of literature, even as did Francois Mauriac.
In summarization, it can be stated that Mauriac reveals
himself in all his writing. He does this not always through
personifying himself physically and mentally as in the novels
cited previously. Yet he is always at the very center of his
book in the sense that the society he portrays is the society
he thoroughly knows, the environment is that in which he has
lived his life, and—most important of all—the philosophy
underlying his work is the true essence of his own vital,
sincere, and devout personality.
CONCLUSION
Therefore, the study of Francois Mauriac T s novels
proves that he has the courage to portray life as he sees it,
neither turning the gold in humanity to base metal, nor cover-
ing with veneer the rough places that his scrutiny lays bare.
In accomplishing this, he at all times avoids lingering over
vulgarities and impurities. He realizes that his art and his
vocation have a more exalted object than the sordid display
of human frailties. Finally, because his novels are so inte-
gral a part of himself, he presents in them the qualities of

his own body and soul. He dares to tell all, to tell
chastely, and in so doing he reveals Francois Mauriac.

CHAPTER II
19.
MAURIAC AS CATHOLIC NOVELIST
INTRODUCTION
Francois Mauriac, in the opinion of Calvet, is
Ma Catholic who writes novels, but not a Catholic novelist . "1
The purpose of this investigation is to prove that Mauriac is,
in the true sense of the term, a Catholic novelist.
It is first of all necessary to decide upon a working
definition of a Catholic novelist. A novelist may be described
as Catholic if in his books he expresses the philosophy and
principles of Catholicism—the ideal of life and the discipline
of body and soul which are the essence of Catholic doctrine.
That Francois Mauriac conforms to this definition is
best shown by examining his treatment of three subjects which
of their very nature indicate the philosophy and religious
tenets of the author; namely, sin, Divine Love, and marriage.
In this investigation, sin is defined as a transgression
of the law of God. Divine Love is understood in the sense
approved by the Roman Catholic Church; that is, a supernatural
gift of God bestowed on man for his eternal salvation.
Marriage, also, is understood according to Roman Catholic
dogma: a sacramental and indissoluble union between man and
1 J. Calvet, Le Renouveau Catholique, page 350.
tto:
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woman. In the light of these definitions, the purpose is to
examine the Catholicism of Francois Mauriac as novelist.
A. MAURIAC 1 S TREATMENT OF SIN
In order to prove the Catholicism of Mauriac f s treat-
ment of sin, consideration will be given to the sins of pride
and worldliness, to carnal sins, to the sin of covetousness
as expressed in maternal affection that is possessive and
extreme in its selfishness, to the sins of hatred, murder,
hypocrisy, and calumny.
An analysis will be made of the characters* reaction to
sin: retribution, remorse, self-disgust. Finally, in the
author's presentation of the subject, it will be shown that
he is truly Catholic inasmuch as he indicates sympathy for
the sinner, while condemning the sin.
Referring to the period of his early novels--a period
in which he was judged critically by Catholics—Mauriac wrote :1
"I flattered myself to be able to describe a
world in revolt against the tribunal of conscience,
a miserable world... And without sacrificing any part
of my freedom as a writer I sought to attain an in-
direct apology for Christianity. It would be impos-
sible, I told myself, to reproduce the modern world
such as it exists without revealing the violation of
a sacred law."
In Prlseances, one of his earliest novels, Mauriac
gives an indirect apology—"apology" in the sense of
1 F. Mauriac, "Mes Personnages, " Annales politiques et
litteraires, March 15, 1929, page 254.
TiXflXtJt'iI
von
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justification of doctrine—for Christianity* Here he reveals
a sacred law violated and the atrocious consequences of such
violation. It is entirely Catholic in its condemnation of
sin, even though its severity is unmitigated by the glorious
note of hope that Mauriac was to sound in his later novels.
The author himself, in the preface to the 1928 edition of the
book, 1 declared that if he were writing the novel at that time
he would not write with so much harshness.
In Preseances the author paints, with an acidity
touching upon malice, the snobbishness of the so-called "best
families" of his native city of Bordeaux. Eager to break into
the upper circles of society, Florence and her brother—he
remains anonymous throughout the book—exploit Augustin, the
innocent school friend of the brother. Augustin, having
fallen in love with Florence, who has used him solely as a
bait to attract a wealthy suitor, departs in mute despair
for a life of exile and seclusion.
For such sinful sacrifice of friendship and honor,
Florence endures the retribution of an overwhelming remorse.
In an unhappy marriage she becomes bitter, cynical, degenerate.
Mauriac describes her as insensible to all desire for perfec-
tion, indifferent at last to all spirituality. Her weak
brother, likewise, seeking spiritual comfort and equilibrium,
1 Francois Mauriac, Preseances, preface
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finds help in no human being. His closing words are tragically
significant:^
wIn what country rectory, in what cell suffers
the saint who will save me? You alone, Augustin, you
were to me the incorruptible salt* Up to this very
day, I have tasted it in you alone, and now I have
only the memory of that bitterness upon my lips."
Here surely is sin condemned, worldliness punished,
weakness revealed in all its flabby shamefulness. Here is
Mauriac—a Catholic writer whose only care is eternal salva-
tion—tracing a pitiless picture of the futility of earthly
possessions.
In Dieu et Mammon Mauriac declares that we have lost
the sense of indignation and disgust. Nothing makes us indig-
nant or disgusts us if it is human. The sympathy for human
weakness expressed in this statement is exemplified by
Mauriac f s manner of treating carnal sin. As in his treatment
of all kinds of sin, he condemns the sin, but not the sinner.
In this respect he shows himself to be truly Catholic.
In portraying carnal sin, Mauriac uses the language of
a man who has discerned the absence of satisfaction in sensual
things. For example, in Pes tins the author analyzes the weak
Bob Lagave, a dissolute incarnation of youth that becomes vic-
tim of its own charm and ability to please. Finally winning
the love of Paule de la Sesque, an intelligent, desirable
young woman, Bob is about to turn from his profligate friends
1 Francois Mauriac, Pre'seances , page 259.
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to seek a new kind of happiness. But Pierre Gornac, a highly
moral young man, destined to be a Trappist monk, feels it his
duty to reveal to Paule the true character of Bob, There fol-
lows a rapid series of events, climaxed by the tragic death of
Bob in an automobile accident.
An analysis of Pestins inclines the reader to agree
with Andre Bellessortl who declares that the most original
and most effectively drawn character in the book is Madame
Elizabeth Gornac, mother of Pierre. This typical "dame de
campagne w offers a further example of Mauriac f s vital treat-
ment of sin. She unsuspectingly falls under the spell of
Bob f s charm and is unaware of her true feeling for him until
the appearance upon the scene of the younger Paule.
Yet Mauriac gives a sympathetic picture of this pitiful
woman torn by a secret and violent love for a man young enough
to be her son. In her soul-rending struggle with herself, she
never for a moment loses her dignity. No one can fail to sym-
pathize wholeheartedly with her as the author leaves her in
her lonely estate--the image of a woman for whom life has be-
come only a waiting for death.
Thus, it is evident that Pest ins is but another
chapter in Mauriac 1 s thesis against sin. Bob reaps in all
its bitterness the harvest of his evil deeds. His violation
1 Andre Bellessort, "Pestins," Journal des debats
,
March 16, 1928, pages 452-4.
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of the moral law proves an insurmountable barrier to his
attainment of legitimate marital happiness. And Elizabeth
Gornac, who resists her unworthy and inordinate passion, is
a study in the power of temptation to endanger the purity
even of the strongest souls.
P. Mauriacis condemnation of carnal sin is further
reiterated in Le Desert de l f amour . Maria Cross is loved by
both Doctor Courreges and his son Raymond. Yet, it must not
be concluded that Maurlac presents a commonplace, sordid tale
of unnatural rivalry. Rather does he give us a psychological
contrast that is unparalleled. The father is all tenderness
and goodness, struggling violently to overcome his love for
Maria Cross, an outcast from society. The son Raymond, on
the contrary, is described as awkward, timid, overpowered
with his sense of inferiority. His pride mortally wounded
by Maria Cross 1 s refusal to take seriously his adolescent
love, he becomes blase, cynical, driven by a desire to wound
all women he meets.
In all Mauriac ! s writing there is no character so
utterly devoid of emotional response as is Maria Cross. She
is a victim of her own lassitude rather than her passions.
Because she lacks courage to support herself and her child,
she becomes the mistress of a wealthy man. Tormented by the
void in her own heart and by her ineffectual nature she says;l
1 Francois Mauriac, Le Desert de 1* amour
,
page 99.
no t i>«<
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"All my acts have an innocent appearance to
me, and an abominable appearance to the world. But
it is the world perhaps that sees correctly..."
Yet even for this woman who has broken the most
inviolate rule of morality the author shows sympathetic
Catholic charity. He forces her to atone for her apathetic
weakness and sin by marrying the wealthy but dull Victor
Larousselle who has participated in her sin. He gives her,
however, in her step-son an outlet for her maternal love--
the only love of which she is capable.
Discussing this novel, Amelie Fillon wrote :1
"Whether it is a question of Don Juan or
Delilah, Mauriac seeks to purify the character.
He does not wish in his work beings who represent
carnal temptation in action; ne is anxious to
reserve for them their share of spirituality.
That is why he puts into the heart of... .Maria
Cross the aspiration to purity."
At the close of the novel, Mauriac leaves Raymond with
an unuttered prayer
—
yet the reader understands it as clearly
as if it had been put into words—that having tasted the acrid
dissatisfaction of sin, he will turn from it to find peace and
rest for his racked soul. As for the old Doctor Courreges—
he has found in the sacred bonds of family life the answer to
his futile searching in "the desert of love."
No less effective is Mauriac *s method of exposing the
sin of covetousness as expressed in maternal selfishness--
a ain that makes of the beautiful, generous love which should
1 A. Fillon, Francois Mauriac , page 138.
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exist between mother and child a deadly, overpowering chain,
dragging its victims to a state of miserable unhappiness.
In Genitrix, one of the author's most penetrating
studies in human behavior, he treats of the terrible remorse
following in the wake of maternal covetousness . Felicite
Cazanave is thus described by the author: ^ "This old woman
is dying because of no longer possessing her son: desire of
possession, of spiritual domination." Her desolation is the
result of her extreme maternal devotion that has seen in her
son Fernand' s wife only an enemy who threatened to deprive the
mother of her son's affection. Victim of her mother-in-law's
hatred and her husband's neglect, the young wife dies a lonely
death.
At that very point, when Felicite" feels victory within
her grasp, the Divine eternal justice impresses upon Fernand
a righteous remorse and by the same token frees him from the
enervating maternal bonds. Divine retribution, indeed! For
Felicite—estrangement and recriminations from the son she
idolizes; for Fernand—gnawing, lonely remorse.
Thus we can observe in Preseances the author's condem-
nation of the sins of selfishness and worldliness; in Destins
and Le Desert de 1' amour, carnal sins; in Genitrix, covetous-
ness. It would be possible to run the entire gamut of
Mauriac's novels and find equally convincing examples.
1 Francois Mauriac, Genitrix, pages 99, 100*
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Through the characters of Louis in Le Noeud de viperes and of
Landin in Les Chemins de la mer the author pronounces anathema
against the sin of hatred, The'rjse Desqueyroux traces the
pitiful picture of a poisoner of body and mind. In Ce_ qui
etait perdu hypocrisy and calumny are flayed.
Andre Chaumeix, 1 addressing Mauriac on the occasion
of the latter* s reception into the French Academy, declared
that some might reproach Mauriac for having dwelt too much
on sin; yet they could never accuse him of making it attrac-
tive.
The reaaing of his novels gives powerful testimony to
this truth. Who would care to resemble Filicit£ Cazanave,
Raymond Courr^ges, Bob Lagave, Therese Desqueyroux? Who would
care to taste the bitterness of the emotional and moral Cov-
entry endured by Florence In Pre'seances
, by Fernand in
Genitrix?
In conclusion, it may be said that Francois Mauriac
condemns sin in a manner completely consistent with Catholic
doctrine. He pursues nis thesis to its logical corrollary,
furthermore, when he condemns the sin, but not the sinner.
He shows himself truly Christian and Catholic by his sympa-
thetic handling of the sinner.
1 A. Chaumeix, "Reponse a Mauriac," Journal des debats
,
November 24, 1933, n. p.
bl:r>u
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B# MAURIAC f S TREATMENT OF DIVINE LOVE
Just as Francois Mauriac is Catholic in his portrayal
of sin and its dire consequences, so he is Catholic in the
emphasis he places upon Divine Love, operating for the salva-
tion of humanity.
In this consideration, Divine Love is defined as a
gift of God bestowed on man for his salvation and spiritual
well-being. It may be called a seed which finds its fructi-
fication in the soil of man^ spiritual quality.
Of this spiritual quality in man, this soil which
offers its fertility to the seed of Divine Love, Mauriac
wrote:!
tt
...the taste for purity and perfection,
the hunger and the thirst for justice, that also
is the human patrimony, of that, also, as novel-
ists, we must bear witness. • .The great error of
our friend /Proust] seems to us much less in the
sometimes hideous extreme of a part of his work
than in that which we will call in a word: the
absence of... ^Divine Love^."
The verification of this point is to be found in
Mauriac f s novels. Even the character of TheVese Desqueyroux--
often pointed out by critics as the epitome of evil tendencies,
as the typical monster a la Mauriac- -even she bears unmis-
takable testimony to the author's conviction of the positive
workings of Divine Love.
1 Francois Mauriac, nLe Roman d»au jourd»hui, " Revue
hebdomodaire
, February 19, 1927, pages 280, 281.
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To understand this, It is necessary to trace the back-
ground of the character as she first appears in the novel
bearing her name--Therese Desqueyroux .
In the preface to the book, the author thus addresses
Th/rdse;! "Many will be amazed that I could have imagined a
creature still more odious than all my other characters."
Odious indeed she is, in a certain sense. She marries Bernard
Desqueyroux partly because of the social and financial security
such a union will assure her, partly, as the author tells us,
because she feels the need of a refuge—"she wished to be
reassured against she knew not what danger. "2
But The're^se is essentially intellectual, unable to
endure the mental stagnation and physical ignominy to which
her commonplace husband consigns her. She therefore attempts
slowly to poison him by doses of arsenic. Discovered in this
crime, she escapes the justice of the courts and finally,
disowned by husband and family, goes to Paris where the author
leaves her—"She laughed to herself like a very happy person.
She rouged her cheeks and lips carefully; then, having reached
the street, she walked at random."3
There is admittedly no tangible evidence here of the
intervention of Divine Love. Yet, turning back to the preface
1 Francois Mauriac, Theses e Desqueyroux
, preface, p. ix
2 Ibid
., page 39
3 Ibid
., page 156
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of the novel, the reader comes upon this sentence directed to
The/rese by the author :1 "I would have desired, TheWse, that
sorrow might deliver you to God... At least, on this sidewalk
where I abandon you, I have the hope that you are not alone."
Alone, abandoned by men, Therese surely is. No doubt
Mauriac means that she is abandoned by men, but not by God.
Yet, Th^r^se is to travel far before being overtaken
by the Divine Love to which Mauriac has commended her. In a
later novel, Ce_ qui etait perdu , Mauriac gives just a passing
glimpse of the woman Therese has become since he left her on
the streets of Paris. Alain Forcas comes upon her in the
Champs-Elysees—
^
"She thought herself alone; her attitude,
the sigh exhaled at long intervals--she was the
creature at bay, when no glance from a stranger
obliges her to withstand the blow--the creature
exposed, finally, and such as grief fashions her,
molds her."
However, as Mauriac declares in the preface to La Fin
de la nuit ,5 he could not bear to leave the poor, criminal
The're'se until he had assured her of a Christian death. The
author has definitely expressed his purpose in writing this
book: 4
1 Francois Mauriac, loc . cit .
2 Francois Mauriac, Ce_ qui etait perdu
,
page 103
3 Francois Mauriac, La Fin de la nuit
,
preface, page v
4 IfcicU
,
pages v, vi»
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"•••although I might have written these pages
without any intention other than to put in full relief
the suffering figure of The're'se, I know today what she
signifies for me, and what I first of all discover in
her is., .the power
/
tQ^ say *no f to the law that is
crushing. • .When Therese, with a hesitant hand, pushes
back her hair from her ravaged forehead in order that
the young man whom she has charmed may regard her with
horror and leave her, this gesture gives meaning to
the entire book. At each crisis, the unfortunate
Thlrese repeats it, never ceasing to react against
the power given her to poison and corrupt. But she
belongs to that group of human beings...who will es-
cape from their night only in escaping from life.
It is required of them only that they do not resign
themselves to this night."
Thus Mauriac explains why Therese must descend to the
very abyss of evil and misery before she is redeemed. Sick
of body and mind, suffering from the consciousness of her own
power to render miserable those with whom she comes in contact,
pursued by hallucinations, Therese presents a sorrowful pictura.
But the end of her dreadful night is approaching—that
night of her earthly life which at long last is to fade into
the daylight of eternal life» Because she has never resigned
herself to the evil within her, because she has fought against
her poisonous tendency to corrupt and be corrupted, The'Wse
is the object of Divine Love. At the close of the book TheWse
is speaking with Georges ;1
"The'rese: am waiting for the end of life. 1
"Georges: 'You mean the end of the night?'
1 Francois Mauriac, La Fin de la nuit , page 254.
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"TheWse: f Yes, my child: the end of life, the
end of the night
.
,w
In answer to the obvious question as to why he did not
make more definite and convincing the salvation of Therese,
Mauriac wrote:!
v
"Why interrupt this story a little before
Therese is pardoned and tastes the peace of God?
Really, these consoling pages have been written,
then torn up. I could not visualize the priest
who would receive Therese f s confession. At Rome
I discovered such a priest, and I know today
(perhaps I 1 11 tell of it in a few pages some day)
how Therese entered into the light of death."
For those readers who seek still more evidence of
Mauriac ! s treatment of Divine Love, Le Noeud de vipe'res should
prove conclusive. This is a story of hatred feeding insa-
tiably upon tragic misunderstanding among members of the same
family. Again, to comprehend the miracle accomplished by
Divine Love, it is essential to comprehend the depths of sin-
fulness to which the character has descended.
The father of the family, Louis (Mauriac gives him no
family name), dying of a heart malady, is filled with impla-
cable hatred against his wife and children and is determined
to disinherit them. However, as he writes the letter that
is to inform them of his intentions, he is reminded of little
Marie, the beloved child whom he has lost through death, and
of Luc, the nephew whom he dearly cherished. Moved to
tenderness by these thoughts he is suddenly aware that there
1 Francois Mauriac, Le Fin de la nuit , preface, page vi.
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exists within him a part that is entirely foreign to the hate
and vengeance he is meditating—a road that might lead him to
God. He finishes the letter with the words: "What force is
drawing me? A blind force? A love? Perhaps a love."l
As the novel progresses, Mauriac describes more con-
cisely the Divine Love of which Louis has become the object.
Louis says, speaking of the death of his child Marie:
2
"...the secret of life and death was revealed
to me... a little girl died for me. . .tirelessly I have
sought to lose the key that a mysterious hand has al-
ways returned to me, at each turning point in my life."
"...what is making my heart seem about to break,
this love of which I know at last the adorable name..."
The author has no need to explain that the love which
fills Louis's heart is Divine Love. His suffering and hate
have been caused by his feeling that he was not loved by his
family. He realizes finally that love is found beyond and
above men. Mauriac has thus restored this old man to God.
He has taken him from the pit of hate and despair and elevated
him to the heights of spiritual peace and joy.
In his explorations into the depths of worst humanity,
Mauriac has nowhere descended farther than in Les Anges noirs .
The character of GradeVe is a penetrating psychological study
of evildoing. He is a monster among monsters. Even as a
1 Francois Mauriac, Le Noeud de viperes
,
page 166.
2 Francois Mauriac, Le Noeud de viperes , pages 296, 297.
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child he lacks innocence. He is, furthermore, obsessed by
the idea that an evil power controls his destiny. Feigning
to have a vocation for the priesthood, he secures a good
education through the kindness of two women benefactors.
Then, after betraying one of these women, he deserts her for
more evil machinations in Paris. The succession of his hor-
rible deeds reaches its climax in the murder of his Parisian
mistress.
Even to this supercriminal Mauriac opens the treasure
house of Divine Love. Even for this "dark angel" Mauriac
lets shine a golden ray of hope. He pictures this man as
still capable of performing a good deed.
"However, that night there moved within
him.. .forces of kindness, of love. . .suddenly he
desired to make a gesture, perform an act which
was not in the line of his destiny. "1
The young cure of the village--the Alain Forcas of
Ce qui etait perdu who has since become priest--is the object
of that deed. And by a strange turn of events, it is with
this same humble priest that Grad^Te, overwhelmed by the
weight of his crimes, takes refuge. It is finally this
same priest who reconciles Graaere with his God and soothes
his closing hours.
The reader is reminded of Mauriac»s words: 2
1 Francois Mauriac, Les Anges noirs, page 73.
2 Francois Mauriac, Journal, page 123.
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"Perhaps there is necessary only a glance,
a tear, In order that the impurity of a human life
be. • .absorbed, consumed in the Eternal Love."
Though these three characters--Therese, Louis, and
GradeVe--present the most striking Instances of Mauriac ! s
treatment of Divine Love, his novels are not without other
examples. Bob Lagave, of Destins, mortally hurt in an acci-
dent, is given the opportunity of receiving the last sacra-
ments of the Church, in spite of his evil life. Edward
Dupont-Gunther, of La Chair et le sang
,
although a suicide,
has a happy death:
1
"He (EdwardJ understands that the young
man {ciaudej is praying, and... this expression
escapes from him: *Faith saves us. f
"Faith and also repentance, which is love.
Do you wish to pray?
"Claude draws his hand from the grasp of
dying man;... and aloud recites every word of the
Lord's Prayer, which Edward repeats with him."
Of Ire*ne in Ce qui etait perdu , who was dying from a
deliberate overdose of sleeping medicine, Mauriac wrote :^
"Gliding Into the abyss, she recognized, she
saw, she called at last by its name that love which
is above all name."
To all these characters, guilty of murder, hatred,
suicide, spiritual and carnal sins, Mauriac gives the supreme
bounty of Divine Love. He requires of them only that they
1 Francois Mauriac, La Chair et le sang , page 68.
2 Francois Mauriac, Ce_ qui etait perdu
,
page 175.
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yearn for something above the sordidness of their poor lives.
Is not this the Catholic doctrine of Divine Love?
In final corroboration of Mauria^s attitude toward
the doctrine of Divine Love, his Vie de Jesus is important.
The author laments the fact that Judas, so near repentance,
became the victim of his own despair:
1
"There are no monsters. Judas did not think
that the affair would go very far: imprisonment,
several lashes of the whip perhaps, and the "Carpenter"
would be sent back to his shop. It would have required
so little in order that the tears of Judas might be
mingled, in the memory of men, with those of Peter.
He might have become a saint--the patron of all of us
who never cease to betray. Repentance stifled him...
"The Demon has accomplished nothing against
the worst criminal who still has hope. So long as
there exists in the most sinful soul a ray of hope,
it is separated from infinite Love only by a sigh."
C. MAURIAC'S TREATMENT OF MARRIAGE
From the standpoint of modern society, no question is
more controversial than that of marriage. It is true that
in the western civilization of the twentieth century monogamy
has become the accepted standard. All churches of the West
agree that, for as long as the marital union endures, it
shall be the union of one man and one woman.
But in the interpretation of the clause "as long as
the union endures" there is variance of opinion. Through
their recognition of the institution of divorce, most churches
1 Francois Mauriac, Vie de Jesus , page 257.
r-vV.
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indicate that marriage is but a temporary state that can be
terminated by legal decree. The Roman Catholic Church alone
adheres to the doctrine of the indissolubility of this sacra-
ment. " *Til death do us part" is the wording of the nuptial
vow. It is a contract that will "bind the parties until the
death of one of them. In the eyes of the Catholic Church,
incompatability, desertion, even infidelity, are powerless
to put asunder those whom God has joined in holy matrimony.
The conclusion might then be drawn that in a novelist f s
attitude toward marriage is reflected his adherence to the
doctrine of Catholicism or his disregard of it. The Catholic
Church does not recognize divorce. The truly Catholic novel-
ist must uphold the same principle.
In Francois Mauriac's novels there is not a single
instance of divorce. They abound in examples of marital
unhappiness, of infidelities; yet, in no case is divorce
offered as a solution of the problem.
This fact Is firmly supported by an examination of
Le Baiser au lepreux . If there was ever a tragic alliance,
surely that between Noe'mi and Jean Pelcueyre is such. She,
angelically beautiful, completely desirable; he, repugnant,
deformed, Impotent. Both are victims of a typical marriage
of convenience. In the case of Noe'mi, a financially ruined
family has pushed her into this union with the son of a
wealthy landowner. In the case of Jean, the desire of his
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family to perpetuate itself, to have an heir to the substan-
tial fortune has brought about the atrocious alliance,
A mute drama of martyrdom is enacted between these
two young people. Neither hate, nor cruelty, nor recrimina-
tion has any part in it. Only gentleness, sacrifice, and
truly Catholic forbearance are exhibited. A marriage that
is no more than a heavy cross to be carried, a terrifying
example of incompatability—all this Mauriac indicates in
his development of this novel. Nevertheless, it is a cross
that the tragic couple bear until the death of Jean releases
Noemi from the sacred bond.
Could there be found a more profoundly stirring
example of the suffering entailed by ill-advised marriages?
Could Francois Mauriac have chosen a more acid test in which
to try this doctrine of the indissolubility of the marriage
sacrament?
Equally impressive are the novels in which infidelity
to the marriage vow is patiently endured by the injured wife.
In Le Noeud de vlperes , for instance, Louis 's wife is fully
cognizant of his lapses in this respect. Yet, never for a
moment does she contemplate breaking up the home or seeking
release from her marital status. She has married Louis "for
better or for worse," and she heroically bears the humiliation
that his adultery forces upon her. Because she is a Catholic,
the author implies, there is no other course of action for hen
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Likewise, in Ce qui etait perdu the sweet and noble
Irene suffers the cruel infidelity and neglect of her husband,
the obnoxious, degenerate Herve. However, her love and indul-
gence for him never falter until at last she finds in death a
liberation from her misery.
Even in the case of infidelities then, Mauriac admits
of no severing of the marriage bond. He shows abhorrence for
the sin; he is consumed with pity for the one who must be the
victim of such a travesty on the beautiful sacrament of mar-
riage. Nevertheless, the possibility of divorce is not
suggested.
In considering marriage as treated in the novels of
Mauriac, the story of Therese Desqueyroux comes to mind. After
the discovery of her attempt to poison him, Bernard Desqueyroux
will no longer have anything to do with Therese; finally he
arranges for her to live her own life in Paris. But he never
speaks of divorcing her. And later, after Therese has traveled
the long journey of her tormented life, it is back to the house
of her husband that she goes to die—that husband still intol-
erable in her eyes, yet in the sight of God—her husband. So
it is evident that even when attempted murder is the sin,
Mauriac insists that the tie of marriage remain unbroken.
Practically every novel of Francois Mauriac presents
additional instances of the author f s emphasis on the indis-
solubility of marriage under the most trying and extenuating
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circumstances • In Les Anges noirs , Adila makes no attempt to
free herself from her profligate husband, Gradere; in The^se
Desqueyroux, lovable young Anne de la Trave resigns herself to
a union with an aged, querrulous husband.
Such is the conclusive evidence that Francois Mauriac
puts forth in support of the Catholic doctrine of marriage
conceived as a contract that no man and no court can pronounce
null and void.
The question might next be asked: "Why does not
Francois Mauriac picture the happy side of married life? Why
must he present marriage struggling against such fearful odds?
Why does he stress mesalliance and infidelity?
The answer is obvious. Mauriac* s treatment of marriage
is entirely consistent with his theory of exposing the weakness
of human beings in order to reach an indirect apology for
Catholicism. That there are happy marriages between normal
healthy men and women he does not deny. But for the most
part he leaves to other novelists the portrayal of the ideal
union. His primary mission is to analyze the causes of unhap-
piness, the results of evildoing— to probe the innermost
recesses of the human heart, struggling against temptation
and severe trial.
However, Mauriac f s novels are not without a few examples
of the more consoling side of this picture. At the close of
Le De
7
sert de 1 1 amour . Dr. Courreges counsels his son Raymond
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to marry, to find in the sacred relationships of family life
the answer to his restless wanderings in the desert of love.
He speaks of the mutual understanding and support, the spir-
itual peace and contentment that are the reward of those who
endeavor faithfully to perform the duties to which they have
pledged themselves in undertaking the responsibilities of
marriage •
^
"You cannot understand how good it is to
live in the close intimacy of a family... One shares
the numerous cares of the others.
"
Yet it may be stated that the only novel which has as
its theme the positive side of the Catholic ideal of marriage
N
and family life is Le Mystere Frontenac. In referring to this
novel Andr^ Maurois2 told of how, during a serious illness,
Francois Mauriac had been lavished with the affection and
>
tenderness of his family. During the long days of his con-
valescence, the author meditated on this miracle of love,
uniting with its golden threads the mother, sons, brothers
of countless families. It was a "mystery" about which he was
eager to write, to which he must give direct, personal
testimony.
Mauriac first considered calling his book Le Nld de
colombes because it was to be the antithesis of Le Noeud de
1 z
1 Francois Mauriac, Desert de 1* amour, page 155.
j2 Andre Maurois, "Franqois Mauriac," Annales politiques
et litte'raire, June 2, 1933, n. p.
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vip^res in which he had arrayed husband against wife, father
against son. Thus was conceived the beautiful hymn to the
family which the author entitled Le Mystere Frontenac .
As the novel opens, Blanche Frontenac is already a
widow; but the author reveals unmistakably that in her marriage
with Michel Frontenac had been consummated the ideal of Chris-
tian and Catholic wedlock. They haa lived purely, faithfully,
fulfilling the primary purpose of their marriage according to
Catholic dogma: namely, the procreation of children.
At the death of her husband, Blanche Frontenac devotes
herself to the rearing of her five children. In an atmosphere
r
of Catholic piety, embalmed in the fragrance of the pines of
La Lande, Mauriac shows us the Frontenacs^ Sharing one
another* s joys and sorrows, each sacrificing his own desires
to the common welfare of the group, they personify the Catholic
ideal of the family.
The final scene of the novel reveals Yves Frontenac*
s
reflections as he lies in a Paris room, faithfully tended by
his brother Jean-Louis ;1
"He recalled that.. .face of his mother, at the
close of a beautiful September day... that look that
was seeking God beyond the highest branches. »I should
like to know, my little Yves, you who understand so
many things.. .in Heaven, uoes one think still of those
whom one has left on earth? » Since she coula not
imagine a world where her sons would not have been the
heart of her heart, Yves promised her that all love
1 Francois Mauriac, Le_ Mystere Frontenac
,
page 158.
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would fulfill itself in the 'only 1 love. That night,
after many years, the very words that he had uttered
to comfort his mother returned to his mind. The night *
light illumined the fine face of the sleeping Jean-
Louis. 0 divine brotherhood I resemblance to God J The
Prontenac Mystery* was escaping destruction, for it
was a ray of eternal love reflected through a race."
So it is indisputable that in his treatment of marriage
Francois Mauriac reveals a truly Catholic philosophy. He
defends the indissolubility of marriage, and portrays both
negatively and positively the ideal Catholic union.
CONCLUSION
In summarization, the examination of Mauriac* a novels
shows him to be Catholic in his treatment of sin because he
condemns the sin while arousing pity and sympathy for the
sinner. It proves that in his presentation of Divine Love
he is completely Catholic. Finally, he stands firm in his
support of the Catholic doctrine of marriage. In sin he
represents man's struggle against evil; in Divine Love he
finds hope of salvation; in marriage he discovers the invio-
late state of life by which the human race is perpetuated.

CHAPTER III
44.
CONCLUSION
The results of this investigation justify the
conclusion that Francois Mauriac, both in theory and practice,
J
is a truly Catholic novelist. In carrying out his theory that
every novelist must be an authentic historian of society, he
looks upon that society with the penetrating vision that is
illuminated by his Catholic convictions. He sets sin and
moral squalor against an indestructibly spiritual background.
He paints the consequences of human weakness with decision and
forceful veracity.
Because he is imbued with a deep sense of his responsi-
bility as a Catholic novelist, his books are free from morbid
details and naturalistic scenes. He reveals the vilest moral
imperfections with so much purity of expression that his
readers are never soiled or contaminated. No matter how tor-
tured or how black the souls he describes, his books remain
perfectly clean.
Animated as Francois Mauriac is with genuinely Catholic
ideals, it is not surprising that in his novels is stressed
the miracle of Divine Love. Just as his treatment of sin and
marriage reflects the analytical insight, the piercing intui-
tion fostered by his Catholic philosophy, so does his treat-
ment of Divine Love reflect the spiritual elements upon which
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his mind and heart have been nurtured* Thus, in his literary
theories and practice is to be found proof of Francois Mauriacs
Catholicism.
No one will fail to observe, however, that Mauriac is
not a Catholic novelist in the sense that Bazin, Bourget,
Bordeaux, and Estaunie are Catholic novelists. One does not
find in Mauriac f s work the sentimental exaltation of religious
vocation as in Bazin* s Magnificat , or of conjugal unity as in
the same author* s Donatienne . As a critic has said, ^ Bazin
is a writer suitable for the young whose virtue must be pro-
tected, and for the literary-minded who look for elegance
rather than force* His is an academic literature— "une
bibliotheque rose."
A contrast of Mauriac^ novels with those of Bourget
shows the latter to be far more didactic in his defense of
family, altar, and tradition. In his best novels, such as
Un Divorce and L*Etape
,
Bourget speaks as if from a pulpit*
Such is not Mauriac ! s method, as has been shown in this in-
vestigation. Nor does Mauriac always give to his Catholic
readers the sense of security and peace which is to be found
in the novels of Bordeaux and Estaunie', who never fail to
punish vice and to reward virtue.
1 J. Ernest-Charles, La Litte'rature francaise
^
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The Catholicism of Mauriac* s novels is neither of the
rosy-hued type, now of the didactic, sermon-like variety.
His purpose is achieved by more subtle means. His readers
are forced to study the heart that Mauriac exposes. By this
study, the author hopes, sleeping souls are made anxious about
themselves. And even though the readers do not see their own
exact portrayal in the characters presented, they are at least
wakened from their self-complacency. Thus, by the indirect
and consequently more potent method of defending Catholic
dogma, Francois Mauriac achieves a Catholic novel that is
unsurpassed in strength.
The appeal of Mauriac is primarily to the intelligent
Catholic reader who requires that a novel be realistic, of
literary merit, and at the same time moral. His books can be
unreservedly accepted by the Catholic reader who reads heed-
ingly, sincerely—who, like Mauriac, has the realization of
what is enduring in life, who understands that good and evil,
virtue and sin, beauty and ugliness, are woven inextricably
into the fabric of man's human existence. To such a reader
is apparent at once the apologetic value of Mauriac f s novels.
The reader perceives that Catholicism is not a sentimental
or didactic appendage, but an inherent, all-pervading quality
in Mauriac ! s work.
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Pierre Troyon, speaking of Mauriac »s reception into
the French Academy in 1933, called it a glorious victory for
Catholicism in literature. Troyon looked at the statues of
Fenelon and Bossuet and seemed to see them exulting in their
corners* The rotunda of the Academy, he remarked, "seemed to
remember that it had been a chapel."*"
That Francois Mauriac is capable of flying the proud
banner of his faith not only in the days of glorious victory,
but in the dark hour of trial, is evidenced by a recent article
that has come from his pen.^ Here he quotes a statement made
a few months ago by Andre Gide: "Fortunately, I do not believe,
...To waken from a deception, to believe oneself abandoned by
God for having believed in Providence, —yes, that must be
desolating..." Gide is glad that, in this hour of France 1 s
defeat, he is not forced, as are those who believe in God, to
recognize either the injustice or the impotency of the Divinity
Sincerely and courageously comes Mauriac* s answer to
the challenge. Even today, amid falling bombs, he declares
that he continues to believe in that peace that was promised
to men of good will on that far-distant night of Christ's
birth in a stable. The justice of God, he explains, can be
1 Pierre Troyon, "Reception de M. F. Mauriac a l'Academi
Francaise," Revue des deux mondes, December 1, 1933, page 708.
2 Francois Mauriac, "La Lecon du Dieu Enfant," Voici la
France de ce mois, February, 1941, pages 53, 54.
e
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applied only to a humanity free to choose between good and
evil. If God made good prevail by force, if He imposed it
on the world, it would no longer be good, and men could not
be distinguished from beasts. Submitting to laws which they
would be incapable of transgressing, they would live in a
world void of love. Because this world is full of crimes, it
is also full of tenderness, heroism, and sanctity.
Mauriac goes on to say that God is the guardian of
human liberty, that even in this moment when vast numbers are
struggling for their liberty, each one has the power to find
for himself the road of peace and joy. The road is open to
all those who have hope. And, Mauriac says, because of the
great sufferings endured, people are more than ever hopeful.
Victims of poverty, hunger, cold, exile, they are being brought
closer and closer to God.
In answer to Gide ! s statement that those who believe
in God must admit that He has deserted them, Mauriac again
bears witness to his sublime faith. To suffer, to be tested,
is not to be abandoned, he replies. One has only to consider
the suffering of Christ, in a stable and on a cross, to under-
stand the conformity of man's suffering with that of his God.
Furthermore, man rediscovers his own value at a time
when so many nations are sacrificing human life. He realizes
more fully the worth, not only of his immortal soul, but of
his body, made to the image and likeness of God.
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Such is the reply of Francois Mauriac, Catholic novelist,
to Andre Gide, agnostic. Good will, hope, love--these are the
words with which he combats the despair and unbelief of Gide.
Nor is it at all surprising that this novelist, who has shown
in his books the deeply rooted faith that is the Catholic
heritage, should give magnificent evidence of that same faith
when tested in the fire of adversity. He does believe, and
rejoices in his belief. He is a Catholic, and gives thanks
for his Catholicism.
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